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ABSTRACT
In 1951, the Canadian government changed the Indian Act to allow for the integration of 
previously segregated on-reserve Aboriginal children into the nation’s public schools. Although 
British Columbia’s first integration initiatives actually predate the 1951 legislative changes, 
most on-reserve children did not attend off-reserve public schools until after 1951. As else-
where in Canada, British Columbia heralded the 1951 legislation with fanfare and optimism. 
However, three decades later the Union of BC Indian Chiefs issued a policy statement calling 
for alternative options for Aboriginal children. This paper traces the province’s earliest inte-
gration initiatives until 1981. It illustrates a complex and dynamic implementation process 
that changed considerably over time. In particular, it demonstrates the difficulties provincial 
authorities encounter in attempting to leverage change at the level of individual learners.
RÉSUMÉ
En 1951, le gouvernement du Canada modifia la Loi des Indiens afin de permettre l’intégration 
des enfants autochtones, jusque-là ségrégués dans les réserves, aux écoles publiques nationales. 
Bien que les premières initiatives d’intégration de la Colombie britannique étaient antérieures 
aux changements législatifs, la plupart des enfants vivant en réserves ne fréquentaient pas les 
écoles publiques hors réserves avant 1951. Comme partout au Canada, la Colombie britanni-
que annonça la loi avec fanfare et optimisme. Cependant, trois décennies plus tard, l’Union des 
chefs indiens de la Colombie britannique fit paraître une déclaration de principe demandant 
que d’autres possibilités soient offertes aux enfants autochtones. Cet article décrit les tentatives 
d’intégration de la province depuis les débuts jusqu’en 1981. Il met en lumière un processus 
d’implantation complexe et dynamique qui varia considérablement avec le temps. Il montre 
notamment les difficultés que rencontrèrent les autorités provinciales dans leurs efforts pour 
apporter un changement qui soit à la portée de chacun des débutants.
Authority over public schooling in Canada was conferred upon the provinces with 
the signing of the 1867 British North America Act (now the Constitution Act, 1982), 
which also granted the Dominion Government jurisdiction over Indian affairs. 
Thus, until 1951, most Aboriginal children were educated separately from their non-
Aboriginal peers, first in missionary-run schools, then in industrial, boarding (later 
residential) and day schools managed by various denominational organizations on 
behalf of the Dominion Government.1
Changing post-World War II sentiments about individuals’ inherent rights to 
equality prompted Canada to reconsider such discriminatory practices and, acting on 
the recommendations of the Special Joint Committee of the Senate and the House of 
Commons, the federal government adopted a policy of promoting the education of 
Aboriginal children “in association with other children.”2 This policy was legalized in 
1951 with revisions to the Indian Act enabling the Minister of Indian Affairs to enter 
into agreements with provincial governments, territorial councils, school boards or 
religious or charitable organizations for the schooling of Aboriginal children living 
on reserve.3
As elsewhere in Canada, British Columbia heralded the 1951 federal integration 
policy with optimism and fanfare. Newspaper articles and editorial opinions praised 
the policy shift, arguing that full citizenship for Indian people could only be achieved 
through integration.4 But the dreams of post-war reformers would not last long. 
Three decades later the Union of BC Indian Chiefs (UBCIC) issued a policy state-
ment calling for the “non-recognition of the public schools as an alternative for the 
education of Indian children.”5
Although other scholars have examined post-1951 developments in Aboriginal 
schooling, the existing body of research generally focuses on federal authorities, 
laws and policies.6 No research to date has examined the development of integrated 
schooling through the lens of one province’s educational authorities. This paper seeks 
to expand our understanding of integrated schooling in BC by tracing the prov-
ince’s earliest integration initiatives until 1981 when the UBCIC made its announce-
ment. Several questions guided the trajectory of this study: When did the province 
first begin to integrate Aboriginal children into its public schools? How did British 
Columbia’s education officials perceive of and implement the federal integration pol-
icy? Who negotiated and implemented integration efforts and why? What initiatives 
were undertaken by the provincial Department (later Ministry) of Education? Why 
were these initiatives considered to have failed in 1981?
This paper reconstructing British Columbia’s integrated schooling initiatives 
illustrates a complex and dynamic implementation process that changed consider-
ably over time. It also highlights the dilemma provincial authorities face with respect 
to implementing policy intents which originate outside of educational institutions 
themselves, far from the reach of those who, ultimately, must translate policies and 
legislation into administrative and pedagogical practice.
Early Integration Initiatives
When British Columbia established its public school system in 1872 most Aboriginal 
children attended nationally-funded, church-administered schools,7 although small 
numbers were scattered throughout some of the province’s newly created public 
schools.8 Following the recommendations of Nicholas Flood Davin, who was appoint-
ed in 1879 to investigate American industrial schools,9 the Dominion Government 
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began to favour residential schools for eight- to fourteen-year olds and industrial 
schools for students aged fourteen to eighteen.10 Although the Canadian government 
continued to fund day schools from which children returned home to their families 
daily, authorities clearly preferred boarding schools where the child could be “disas-
sociated from the prejudicial influence … on the reserve of his band.”11
However, the Dominion Government never fully realized its goal of completely 
segregated Indian schooling. According to Inspector A.E. McGraw’s 1914 Annual 
Report, no industrial schools were established in the Okanagan region, and the local 
public school teacher, Miss A.M. Easton taught up to twelve Indian students whose 
“behaviour and aptitude to learn” were impressive.12 Miss Nettie Walker, at Hedley 
public school, taught nine Indian children ranging in age from ten to seventeen, 
whose “writing and drawing books showed marked aptitude.”13 The following year, 
Indian Agent J.R. Brown confirmed these students’ continued good progress and 
also noted that Miss K. Lawrence of Larkin School taught two promising Indian 
students while Miss Minnie Smith of Wood Lake School reported her five Indian 
students to be achieving well.14 Indian Affairs expenditures for 1915 indicate that the 
Dominion Government paid the province $165.34 in total tuition fees for educating 
on-reserve Aboriginal students in public schools. By 1920 however, more residential 
and day schools had been constructed and with only approximately fifty on-reserve 
pupils attending public schools, the federal tuition payment consequently declined 
to $145.42.15 Legislation making schooling mandatory in 1920 led to increased stu-
dent enrolment and an almost five-fold increase in federal tuition fees by 1925 to 
$738.40.16
During the early decades of the twentieth century, the decision to integrate or 
segregate Aboriginal children was dependent on various factors. Availability of seg-
regated facilities was one consideration. Discriminatory sentiments of local residents 
was another. In 1928, for example, lower Vancouver Island’s Saanich School Board 
voted to exclude Aboriginal children from the local public school, citing overcrowd-
ing and poor academic achievement. Education Minister Joshua Hinchliffe support-
ed the vote, arguing that the education of on-reserve Aboriginal children fell under 
Dominion Government jurisdiction.17
Economic factors also played an important role in integration matters. By the 
mid-1930s, integrated schooling had become a more pressing policy issue due to 
the Depression that was crippling the Canadian economy. In 1933, the number of 
Aboriginal children attending public schools Canada wide jumped to 230 as the 
federal government reduced expenditures for residential and day schools.18 That year, 
BC’s Education Minister negotiated with Canada’s Minister of Indian Affairs for a 
flat tuition fee of $20 per annum for the public schooling of on-reserve children. 
Federal tuition payments to BC totaled $1,308.63 in 1933,19 climbing to $1,747.19 
in 1934–35.20 With increased Aboriginal enrolment in public schools, provincial 
normal school staff mounted a summer school “Course for Teachers in Rural and 
Indian Schools,” the purpose being to provide practicing teachers with the “latest ap-
proved methods in rural teaching and administration” and with “a definite technique 
in teaching non-English-speaking children.”21
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By the end of World War II, politicians and the public alike had begun to sup-
port the idea of integrated education for Aboriginal children, due in large part to 
the “equality revolution” that was taking root throughout the western world to af-
ford previously marginalized peoples equality of treatment, opportunity, and ac-
cess.22 Many Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people voiced strong criticisms of the 
inadequacies of the federally-funded Indian education system during the 1946–48 
Special Joint Committee of the Senate and House of Commons,23 arguing that the 
biggest barrier to Aboriginal children’s successful transition to secondary education 
was the residential schools’ “half-day” system.24 The half-day system meant that stu-
dents spent half their day involved in academic pursuits, with the remainder spent 
on work-related skill development — such as cooking and carpentry — that assisted 
with the operation of the school itself. In some cases, the entire “student body was 
out of class for long periods at critical times such as harvest.”25 Testifying before the 
Committee in 1946, Major D.L. McKay, BC’s Indian Commissioner, noted that the 
province enrolled “201 Indian children in white public schools” and that, generally 
speaking, school boards were amenable to having Aboriginal children attend their 
schools, although in some cases there were difficulties.
In 1947, as the Committee’s hearings proceeded in Ottawa, BC’s first “large-scale” 
integration initiative occurred with little notice when Port Essington Indian Day 
School was officially closed and its seventeen Aboriginal children were integrated 
into the local public elementary school at a cost to federal authorities of $65 yearly 
per child.26 The following year, Education Minister William T. Straith was reportedly 
disturbed to learn that both provincial and federal schools in Hazelton were slated for 
reconstruction and he traveled to Ottawa to express his dismay to Hugh Keenleyside 
who, as Deputy Minister of Mines and Resources, was responsible for Indian Affairs. 
Arguing that segregated schooling was inefficient given the two schools’ close prox-
imity, Straith won Keenleyside’s support to subsidize the construction of one new 
integrated public school.27 In 1949, Ashcroft integrated its schools, as did Telegraph 
Creek, Campbell River, Prince Rupert and Terrac in 1950.28
Joint federal-provincial funding for the construction and renovation of schools 
was certainly a driving force behind integration due to a number of factors. During 
the Depression and World War II, BC’s public schools had suffered considerably from 
lack of financial and human resources.29 In 1944, the provincial government had ap-
pointed Maxwell Cameron as the sole Commissioner “to inquire into the existing 
distribution of powers and responsibilities between the Provincial Government and 
the school districts and to appraise the present fiscal position of the school districts”30 
Among his many recommendations, Cameron suggested reducing the province’s 828 
school boards into a smaller, less costly number of units to be supported by larger 
local tax bases.31 Likewise concerned about money, Provincial Superintendent F.T. 
Fairey noted in his 1948–49 annual report that “in the interests of economy” it was 
desirable to “arrange for co-operation between local Boards of School Trustees and 
the Indian Affairs Branch for the construction and operation of schools where both 
Indian and white children could attend the same school.”32 That year, BC amended 
the School Act to allow school boards and the province to enter into cost-sharing 
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agreements with Indian Affairs for both tuition and capital costs for educating 
Aboriginal children.33 Capital costs were shared by the federal and provincial govern-
ments “pro rata according to the number of pupils in each category.”34
Financial factors were not everything, however. Even before the war, both 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal citizens and organizations had petitioned provincial 
and federal policy-makers for the improved treatment of Aboriginal peoples, and 
with the establishment of the Joint Committee in 1946, the abysmal living condi-
tions of Aboriginal peoples was receiving abundant press coverage.35 Canada had 
been a signatory of the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights and post-war 
developments led the province, in 1949, to extend the franchise to citizens of Indian 
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Figure 1: Arrow indicates location of Port Essington, now abandoned.
and Japanese heritage. In 1950, under the Indian Inquiry Act, the province set up an 
Indian Inquiry Committee to investigate and make recommendations to improve the 
overall welfare of BC’s Indians. When Doug Wilkinson, the publisher of Indian Time 
newsmagazine wrote to BC’s Attorney General Gordon Wismer, inquiring as to what 
the franchise meant for Indians, Wismer forwarded the query to the Committee’s 
chairman T.R. Kelly, who responded that the province had “accepted the native 
Indians of British Columbia as citizens in every sense of the word, and demonstrated 
the sincerity of intention of all branches of provincial administration.”36
Provincial education officials’ main goal at the time was parity of educational 
opportunity to be achieved by increasing Indian enrolment in BC’s public schools. 
By 1950, approximately 896 of the province’s Aboriginal children were enrolled in 
public schools37 and by 1951 this figure had risen to 1,000.38 Public school enrol-
ment was greatly facilitated by federal funding and in 1949 Indian Affairs agreed 
to increase tuition fees for on-reserve children attending public schools to $100 per 
annum.39 This sum increased a year later to $150.40
In 1950, the federal Indian Affairs Branch was transferred out of the Department of 
Mines and Resources where it had resided since 1935 and was moved to the Department 
of Citizenship and Immigration. This structural change reflected a shifting federal 
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Figure 2: Port Essington Day School. Courtesy of BC Archives Collection B-05843.
policy focus away from segregation toward integration, which, it was believed, would 
prepare Aboriginal peoples for full Canadian citizenship41. When this was followed in 
1951 by changes to the Indian Act enabling the minister to enter agreements for the 
provision of Aboriginal schooling with local boards, provinces, territories, and inde-
pendent organizations, Canada’s integration policy achieved legal status.
Provincial governments were generally supportive of the federal government’s pol-
icy shift. In BC, education officials sought to facilitate Aboriginal students’ transition 
to integrated schools by asking the Provincial Archivist, A.R. Flucke, to prepare an in-
formational series, Indian Life in B.C., which was published between 1950 and 1952 
in the BC Teacher, the official organ of the British Columbia Teachers’ Federation.42 
In 1952, the education department offered a summer course for practicing teachers 
in “Indian Education”43 and by 1955, the number of students attending provincial 
schools rose to 1,860. In 1956, the province’s school inspectors officially assumed re-
sponsibility for inspecting Indian day schools on behalf of the federal government.44
The task of seeking local school boards’ support for integration fell to R.F. Davey, 
Superintendent of Education for Indian Affairs. He was assisted considerably by BC’s 
public school inspectors who, on several occasions, notably during the Depression 
and World War II, had freely offered their inspectorial services when Indian Affairs 
lacked sufficient human resources.45 Davey and the inspectors reported that there was 
“little or no adjustment problem,”46 but noted the main reason for refusing to enroll 
Indian children was usually lack of space. In a 1950 speech to the provincial legisla-
tive assembly, Education Minister Straith stated that “as far as his Department was 
concerned, there would be no distinction between the education of Indian and white 
children in provincial schools.”47
Rising Discontent
By 1958, 2,516 (or 29%) of the province’s 8,622 school-aged Aboriginal children 
were attending provincial or private schools with the remainder enrolled in resi-
dential or on-reserve day schools.48 By 1959, federal authorities had signed fifty-
seven agreements across the country for the construction of joint Aboriginal-White 
schools, twenty-two of which were in BC.49 However, provincial authorities soon 
learned that growing enrolment did not necessarily ensure equality of educational 
outcomes. Since the first integration experiments, researchers across the country 
had been monitoring Aboriginal achievement and school completion rates.50 This 
research was greatly stimulated in 1949 when the Indian Affairs Branch established a 
research committee consisting of senior social scientists from universities around the 
country.51 Newspaper headlines soon proclaimed that “Elusive Indian Pupils Battle 
White Teachers” and that “More Attend Schools But None Ever Excel.” By 1958, 
BC Aboriginal children’s truancy and drop-out rates were being reported as high at 
fifty-five percent and their achievement rates very low. “They start well” reported 
one principal, “but there seems to be a fadeout at age sixteen or seventeen, when 
they get big and strong enough to work.”52 Though some researchers argued strongly 
that standardized IQ tests were culturally and linguistically biased against Aboriginal 
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children, leading to artificially depressed scores, the arguments of pro-test researchers 
won the day.53
Educators and administrators within the system attributed failure to the children 
and their families:
Indians had no tradition of continued hard work, or long-range planning. 
Indians were hunters, fishermen, harvesters of roots and berries. They worked 
hard by fits and starts in the season, laid up a winter’s food supply, then enjoyed 
themselves with dancing, feasting, gambling and social ritual. They worked co-
operatively. They had no clocks. In the more remote parts of BC some parents 
spirit their children away to the woods rather than let them go to school ... 
many Indian householders are indifferent to schooling and some of those who 
are enthusiastic for education in theory make no attempt in practice to provide 
an atmosphere for study or urge their children on to greater effort.54
Some educators and administrators supported this argument by noting the large vari-
ability in Aboriginal student achievement in different regions of the province.55
In 1959, Leslie Peterson, a UBC graduate student, explored various aspects of 
Indian education in the province and suggested, in addition to other findings, that 
low Aboriginal school completion rates were due in part to segregation and discrimi-
nation that endured in the larger society in spite of integrated schools. He cited nu-
merous situations in which Aboriginal students had completed high school but failed 
to find employment afterward and opted to return to their reserves where unemploy-
ment was high. Peterson summed up by saying that “the Indians of British Columbia 
are by no means all convinced that White education is beneficial.”56
Others opted for different explanations for Aboriginal children’s poor results 
and — supported by a growing body of social science research — put the blame 
squarely on the public schools. Some argued that unlike other Canadians, Aboriginal 
children were raised in families where non-verbal communication was more high-
ly valued than verbal. They claimed that mainstream teachers both talked a great 
deal and encouraged verbosity in their students. As well, Aboriginal children, it was 
charged, were not raised to compete with one another, but rather came from coopera-
tive social structures. Corporal punishment had not traditionally been an acceptable 
form of discipline for Aboriginal people, and yet it was an integral part of public 
school management. The curriculum was criticized for not reflecting the reality of 
these children, as were the biases of White teachers, the scarcity of Aboriginal teachers 
and the lack of Aboriginal representation on local school boards.57
The most influential of social science research was the 1958 publication The 
Indians of British Columbia, by UBC anthropologist Harry Hawthorn and his col-
leagues Cyril Belshaw and Stuart Jamieson. Hawthorn’s report drew attention to the 
high rate of age-grade retardation and drop-out among Aboriginal children. Teachers 
who spoke with Hawthorn and his team “reported knowledge of 360 children who 
had left school within the previous three years,”58 six of whom had left as early as 
Grade One. By far the largest group had dropped out in Grade Eight. Two-thirds of 
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the teachers the researchers surveyed painted bleak pictures of Aboriginal children, 
emphasizing failure. The authors also noted that Indian children’s home environ-
ments clashed with those of the general student population, particularly with respect 
to the use of non-standard English, different concepts of time, and different social 
relationships. They argued that cultural “deficits” rendered Aboriginal children “un-
prepared” for school “where the content of new learning must perforce be greater 
than for a White child of comparable maturity.”59
The Hawthorn report was hailed by many as the key to understanding low- achiev-
ing Aboriginal children. Hawthorn’s report noted briefly that many Aboriginal students 
attended school irregularly due to their families’ employment in fishing, fruit-picking 
and other seasonal activities. However, no attendance statistics were provided and the 
matter was brushed aside in favour of a more anthropological line of argument. Though 
no systematic analysis of student achievement was undertaken, Hawthorn et al recom-
mended that teachers working with Indians acquire better knowledge of elementary 
linguistics, anthropology, sociology and psychology; awareness of issues in contem-
porary Indian life; and understanding of the school’s community. Commissioned by 
the federal government, Hawthorn’s report received prominent coverage in the press 
and the discourse surrounding Aboriginal schooling began to emphasize the clashing 
world views of Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal learners. This occurred despite the fact 
that achievement figures were never probed, nor were factors that possibly contributed 
to student drop-out, such as poverty and poor attendance rates.60
In spite of Hawthorn’s criticisms, across the country integration initiatives acceler-
ated, largely in the form of federal-provincial construction of new integrated public 
schools. In British Columbia, the 1963–64 school year witnessed the enrollment of 
4,021 Aboriginal children in integrated public schools.61 In the case of some remote 
areas without high schools, students would board in large cities to attend school. In 
such situations, the home district usually reimbursed the recipient district, although 
Vancouver was known to waive its fee.62
As overall educational costs grew exponentially during the 1950s and 1960s, 
funding became more of a concern for provincial authorities. In 1963, Indian Affairs 
agreed to revise its tuition fee — an event officially marked by way of provincial or-
der-in-council. Although the new $250 per year fee63 signaled a substantial increase 
over the $150 negotiated in 1950, some people considered the amount inadequate. 
In a report to Indian Affairs, D.B. Fields, a UBC Accounting Professor, and W.T. 
Stanbury, a UC Berkeley PhD student, used Department of Education figures to 
argue that $250 represented only 56.2% of the total cost of educating on-reserve 
Aboriginal students in public schools. They suggested that the provincial govern-
ment was actually subsidizing Indian education by approximately $223 per student 
annually.64
Broadening Provincial Responsibilities
Provincial discontent over federal funding was but one manifestation of the acrimony 
growing between the two levels of government by the mid-1960s. In a 1965 radio 
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broadcast, Provincial Secretary and Minister of Social Welfare Wesley Black announced 
that during World War II provincial governments had withdrawn “from a number of 
taxing fields for the avowed purpose of making as easy as possible the conduct of the 
war by the Federal authorities.”65 Black argued that as a consequence, high levels of 
revenue were finding their way into federal coffers while the provinces struggled to 
maintain their mandated social services. The time had come, he argued, to redress 
this imbalance and to hold Ottawa accountable for the moneys it collected.66 Black’s 
views had been greatly influenced a year earlier at the Federal-Provincial Conference 
on Indian Affairs where the federal government announced its desire for the provinces 
to participate more actively in the administration of Indian affairs. At the conference, 
Black noted that BC was favourable to the idea of Aboriginal peoples receiving gov-
ernment services comparable to other citizens, particularly in health, education, and 
welfare, but that these services were contingent upon adequate federal funding.67
In 1967, Harry Hawthorn produced a second report that further elaborated dif-
ferences between middle-class Whites and natives.68 Aboriginal life expectancy was 
lower than for Whites while infant mortality and suicide rates were higher. National 
per capita income was five times that of Aboriginal peoples. The report also blamed 
Indian children’s failure in school on disparities in housing, clothing, food, playthings, 
learning styles, use of language, methods of discipline and opportunities for making 
decisions. As in the earlier report, Hawthorn advised that the school system should 
change: that teachers be better trained, that better programs be designed, that Indians 
receive language instruction in one of Canada’s official languages, that materials reflect 
Aboriginal lives and contributions to Canada and that Aboriginal parents become 
more involved. According to Hawthorn, “educational programs should take into ac-
count the obvious differences in background of the Indian student and also the often 
less obvious differences in values and motivations.”69 Changing post-war sentiments 
emphasizing the importance of social and political parity for previously marginalized 
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Figure 3: BC Cabinet of W.A.C. Bennett, Wesley Black is fourth counting from the far right. Courtesy of BC 
Archives Collection, B-06613.
groups ensured that Hawthorn’s recommendations were well received.
By the latter half of the 1960s, the list of dilemmas plaguing Aboriginal schooling 
were increasingly laid at the feet of senior civil servants in the provincial Department 
of Education. In 1967, the Indian Affairs Branch wished to cease negotiating school 
agreements with individual school boards and insisted that the provinces be respon-
sible for administering the public schooling of on-reserve children.70 The federal gov-
ernment pressed strongly for provincial administration of social services for Aboriginal 
peoples, arguing that this move would alleviate Indigenous peoples’ problems by has-
tening their development as full citizens, entitled to the same rights and services as 
other Canadians.71 Testifying before the 1968–69 Standing Committee on Indian 
and Northern Affairs, R.F. Davey, Director of Indian Education, emphasized that the 
“amount of paperwork” necessary for monitoring all the school board agreements was 
“fantastic.”72 Others informed the committee that there was much confusion surround-
ing Indian Affairs policies due to the number of boards and councils involved.73
The federal government’s first step in ridding itself of its dealings with local school 
boards occurred in February 1969 when R. Battle, Assistant Deputy Minister of 
Indian Affairs, and Neil Perry, Deputy Minister of Education, signed the first “Master 
Tuition Agreement” (MTA) which was retroactive to July 1, 1968. This agreement, 
which repealed all prior agreements signed between Indian Affairs and local districts, 
assured that all Aboriginal children were eligible to enroll in public schools in all 
districts in which their reserves were located under the same terms and conditions as 
non-Aboriginal children. The federal government agreed to pay a flat tuition fee of 
$533 per child per year as well as capital expenses calculated as a ratio of the number 
of Aboriginal children to the total number of children.74 Provincial officials accepted 
the new agreement willingly, partly because it represented a new source of much-
needed funding, and partly because they preferred to deal directly with Ottawa over 
Indian education rather than indirectly through local districts.75
In 1968, BC Premier W.A.C. Bennett established the First Citizens’ Fund, which, 
among other things, allotted $25 million for generating $1.2 million for scholar-
ships for Aboriginal students.76 In that same year, a new category was added to the 
list of Special Education programs funded by the Department of Education. “Indian 
Orientation” was funded through an approval process that had previously been re-
stricted to students who had physical or mental impairments, or who were not English 
speakers. One pilot orientation program was approved, enrolling sixteen students in 
1968, and a year later, a second was approved, increasing the number of funded chil-
dren to twenty-three.77 This program resulted from various factors that coalesced at 
the end of the 1960s, the first of which was pressure from the federal government. 
Specialized Indian programs were strongly encouraged by federal Indian Affairs of-
ficials who had already begun such initiatives nation-wide in residential and day 
schools. Under the direction of Reverend Ahab Spence, of Aboriginal ancestry him-
self, the Indian Affairs Education Branch supported language instruction as well as 
cultural orientation. Textbook revision was under way and branch officials negotiated 
with the provinces to purge public school curricula and texts of negative images and 
stereotypes.78
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Structural changes within government also contributed to the new program of-
ferings. By the early 1970s, the Department of Education was revising its system 
for providing services to special needs learners. Until that time, government policy 
greatly restricted districts’ special service provision. Districts were only permitted to 
offer special instructional services to three percent of their total student population. 
Furthermore, such services could only be offered within an intact class within a 
specified school building. For many districts this proved problematic due to high-
er (or lower) than average numbers of special needs learners, and to students who 
were hospitalized for prolonged periods due to illness. Superintendent of Special 
Services Les Canty and Superintendent of Finance Ed Espley brought this dilemma 
to Minister of Education Donald Brothers who assigned them to devise a new al-
location system. In 1971, Canty announced a new system for approving special 
services, which allowed for the hiring of special instructional assistants to be funded 
on an “as-needed” basis.79
In 1970, The First Citizens’ Fund Committee appointed a special consultant to 
the Department of Education “to work on curriculum and instructional problems 
related to the education of Indian children in public schools.”80 The department 
also began preparing teaching materials for use with Aboriginal students and made 
changes to selected textbooks and curricula to reflect better the reality of Aboriginal 
children. The department published a book series entitled “Our Native Peoples” in 
order that all public school children develop an appreciation of Aboriginal heritage.81 
That year, three-quarters of BC’s 13,000 Aboriginal pupils were attending public 
schools, with 38,837 enrolled across the country.82
Despite these initiatives, the press continued to castigate schools for failing 
Aboriginal learners. From 1966, when Hawthorn published the first volume of his 
second report, to 1973, over thirty articles appeared in the province’s four largest 
daily newspapers (The Vancouver Sun, The Province, The Times and The Colonist) la-
menting the deplorable state of Indian education. It was reported, for example, that 
in reading students were “two or three years below the average grade levels.”83 Many 
writers offered quick solutions and most proposed changes to the system in the form 
of programs to teach Indians to “take pride in their accomplishments” and to teach 
racial tolerance to non-Indians. Some blamed the failure of Aboriginal children on 
teachers who were “ignorant of Indian students’ backgrounds.” Others blamed the 
curriculum. Many parents and critics alike continued to request greater Aboriginal 
parent involvement in educational decision-making, while at the same time express-
ing frustration at the foreign environment that Aboriginal children faced in most 
classrooms.84 Still others accused Aboriginal parents of not wanting their children to 
be educated since they themselves were uneducated. Finally, a few saw the situation 
as insoluble, arguing that the Aboriginal child faced two conflicting pressures: “one to 
ignore non-Indian society, the other to accept it,” resulting in an impossible learning 
situation.85
BC’s Department of Education officials addressed these criticisms by increasing 
funding for specialized Aboriginal programs. In 1970, the Department funded the 
Greater Victoria School District for three full-time counselors and one stenographer 
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to assist Aboriginal learners to enroll in adult training classes.86 The following year, 
Victoria’s Craigflower Elementary School in Victoria hired tutors from the Songhees 
reserve to teach approximately twenty-five children their native history, myths and 
crafts. Other provincially-funded initiatives included consultation with Aboriginal 
groups regarding the improvement of curricula and textbooks and in-service prepara-
tion for teachers of Aboriginal students. Indian Studies programs and Indian Resource 
Centres were established at various community colleges and universities in order to 
address the needs of Aboriginal students who, it was argued, learned best informally, 
in groups, and more co-operatively than non-Aboriginal learners.87 Between 1973 
and 1974, BC spent over $1.2 million to hire special teachers, teacher-aides and 
home-school coordinators for Aboriginal children in the public system.88
During this time, much of the discussion over Aboriginal schooling was conflict-
ed. In 1971, Frank Calder, a Nisga’a MLA, admonished Education Minister Donald 
Brothers in the legislature for proposing special treatment for Aboriginal children. 
Calder himself had attended an integrated public school and university and felt 
Aboriginal students could compete on equal footing with non-Aboriginal children.89 
Addressing the Legislative Assembly in 1973 as a newly-appointed cabinet minis-
ter, Calder had softened his views, and supported the notion of schools preserving 
Aboriginal cultural identity. He believed that by sanctioning the teaching of Aboriginal 
languages, the Department of 
Education “would go a long way 
towards re-establishing a sense 
of pride in Aboriginal ancestry 
and the resulting feeling of dig-
nity and self-worth which were 
an inherent part of Aboriginal 
people before the arrival of he 
European.”90
Missing from the discourse of 
the time were investigations into 
links between drop-out (cited at 
ninety-four percent in 1970)91 
and non-school-related factors, 
such as discrimination in hiring 
policies, lack of employment op-
portunities, poor living facilities, 
and extreme poverty linked to 
the economic circumstances of 
individual reserves. The reality 
was that a graduation certificate 
did not always promise a better 
life for many Aboriginal chil-
dren, particularly if they chose 
to stay close to their families on 
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Figure 4: BC MLA Frank Calder. Courtesy of BC Archives 
Collection, I-32431.
reserves where unemployment was high and economic opportunities low, due to the 
paternalistic system of governance that had developed in Canada through the reserve 
system.
Though concern for the welfare of Aboriginal peoples had grown appreciably 
across the country, there was a dearth of provincially-based “hard data available to 
policy-makers about the social and economic characteristics of native people,”92 leav-
ing provincial policy-makers to rely often on a vast and growing body of research 
undertaken elsewhere in North America. Further complicating matters was the 
fact that every expert seemingly held a different answer to the “Indian problem.” 
Anthropologists such as Hawthorn and his team pointed to differing socialization 
and social orientations of Indian students versus non-White students.93 Linguists, on 
the other hand, claimed the source of difficulty was linguistic and advocated teach-
ing Aboriginal students English as a second language through bilingual education 
programs.94 Social psychologists argued that poor self-concept was responsible for 
Aboriginal children’s academic failure. In most cases, however, scholars’ pronounce-
ments revealed their own middle-class orientations and their own conceptions of the 
reality of the “average” White child — if indeed such a child ever existed. One critic, 
writing in 1973, surely had no idea how many — if not most — of Canada’s children 
lived when he claimed that the Indian child is at a disadvantage for he cannot func-
tion in the “white child’s world of color TV, trips to the ski slopes, ballet lessons, 
library books and weekends at the summer cottage.”95
In 1968, the Educational Research Institute of BC began supporting research 
projects to study Aboriginal schooling. While many projects were co-funded with 
the Department of Education, most reflected research findings from elsewhere in 
North America. In 1968, for example, three University of Victoria professors re-
ceived funds to operate summer orientation, pre-school and pre-kindergarten classes 
for Aboriginal children fashioned on the American “head-start” programs. Citing 
the “cumulative deficit hypothesis,” the professors claimed that Aboriginal children 
lacked self-confidence and stimulus in the home, while suffering from undernourish-
ment and impoverished language skills. Over a period of one month, the organizers 
sought to ameliorate these deficiencies and better prepare the participants for school-
based learning. Although students’ fine and gross motor skills improved, the program 
did not succeed in improving students’ language competencies.96 Other sponsored 
projects sought to understand student interaction patterns in integrated schools; to 
develop science and mathematics programs targeted at Aboriginal secondary stu-
dents; to compile sourcebooks for Aboriginal languages, writing systems, legends, 
and stories; and to teach traditional Aboriginal skills and crafts. Amid the academic 
inquiry, Aboriginal groups across the country increasingly demanded control of their 
children’s schooling.
A key event which helped to accelerate Aboriginal demands for educational self-
governance occurred in June 1969, when Jean Chrétien, federal Minister of Indian 
Affairs and Northern Development, tabled before the House of Commons A Statement 
of the Government of Canada on Indian Policy — commonly referred to as the “White 
Paper.” In it, the Liberal government promised to work towards equalizing native 
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rights by eliminating special status and providing only those services enjoyed by the 
rest of Canadians.97 The paper proposed that the Indian Act be repealed, that the 
Department of Indian Affairs be dismantled, that the provinces assume responsibil-
ity for Indians and that the control of reserves fall directly into the hands of their 
occupants.98
Aboriginal groups across the country opposed the paper, first and foremost, for 
its lack of supposed “consultation” which the federal government had promised prior 
to the White Paper’s publication.99 They also disagreed with the provinces assuming 
responsibility for them as this would require Aboriginal groups to negotiate with 
more than ten governments, as opposed to one. They rejected the idea of Indian 
control of Indian lands lest private ownership result in private sales and eventually 
lead to the dissolution of their culture.100 Within six months, Harold Cardinal, a Cree 
lawyer and President of the Indian Association of Alberta published his book The 
Unjust Society, a scathing attack on the White Paper which he believed to be one more 
manifestation of Canada’s assimilationist policies. Cardinal was particularly critical 
of residential schooling, stating that “the child went to school an Indian. The young 
man emerged a nothing.”101
Starting in June 1970, Aboriginal organizations across the country responded to 
the White Paper by presenting a series of position papers to the federal government. 
Quoting from the Hawthorn reports, the Indian Chiefs of Alberta (ICA) argued that 
Indians should be regarded as “Citizens Plus,” possessing the rights and duties of 
Canadians, but eligible for additional rights as one of the nation’s founding members. 
The ICA recommended — among other things — direct payment of federal educa-
tion funds to tribal councils and revision of existing curricula to include native con-
tent.102 In 1971, the Manitoba Indian Brotherhood followed up the ICA’s critique 
by publishing Wahbung Our Tomorrows which argued that education was essential to 
improving social and economic conditions for Aboriginal peoples. It further stressed 
that education is an holistic undertaking, including not only the school, but the “so-
cial, cultural and economic fabric of communities:”
The history of education up to the present day reflects a definition of educa-
tion in terms of schooling… In developing new methods of response and com-
munity involvement it is imperative that we, both Indians and Government, 
recognize that economic, social and educational development are synonymous 
and thus must be dealt with as a total approach rather than in parts.103
The report also called for greater parental involvement in the education of their 
children.
In December 1972, the National Indian Brotherhood (NIB) — later the Assembly 
of First Nations — presented its historic policy statement, Indian Control of Indian 
Education to the Minister of Indian Affairs. This document, consisting of papers 
and reports from a workshop held in June 1972, signaled a turning point in the 
discussions by calling for the transfer of educational control directly to Aboriginal 
parents.104
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Integration in the past twenty years has simply meant the closing down of 
Indian schools and transferring Indian students to schools away from their 
Reserves, often against the wishes of the Indian parents…. Indian children 
will continue to be strangers in Canadian classrooms until the curriculum rec-
ognizes Indian customs and values, Indian languages, and the contributions 
which the Indian people have made to Canadian history.... We must, therefore, 
reclaim our right to direct the education of our children.105
The statement also called for band council involvement in negotiating all future 
federal-provincial agreements, the transfer of federal funds directly to band coun-
cils (not to the provinces), representation on school boards, the appointment of 
Aboriginal peoples to curriculum development staffs, removal of biased textbooks, 
elimination of IQ and standardized tests, the infusion of Aboriginal content into 
curricula and improved training for teachers and counselors working with Aboriginal 
children. The federal government quickly retracted the White Paper and officially 
endorsed the NIB’s policy paper.106
Sharing Control
Indian Control of Indian Education had a profound impact on officials in BC’s 
Department of Education.107 After the provincial election in August 1972, Eileen 
Dailly, a former school trustee, became Education Minister. Dailly concurred with 
the critics of education and stated that the system was outmoded, needing to be-
come more responsive to its students’ needs. In her 1975 address to the annual BC 
Teachers’ Federation conference, she vowed not to “swing back the pendulum.” 
Dailly declared that teachers, administrators and government were “in the centre of 
the struggle for control of public education” and were “faced with the dilemma of 
maintaining a common public school system in a diverse, pluralistic society.”108 The 
Minister and her advisors were supportive of Indian-controlled schooling and op-
posed both residential and integrated schooling.109 Assuring Aboriginal people that 
no decisions would be made without their input, Dailly appointed George Wilson, 
an Aboriginal teacher, to the Department of Education’s newly-created position of 
Director of Indian Education in 1972.110
Dailly’s administration greatly accelerated provincial initiatives in Aboriginal 
schooling, often prompted by developments in other parts of the country. In 
September 1973 the Supreme Court of the Northwest Territories ruled that Indians 
had Aboriginal rights to the western section of the Territories and could therefore 
propose a land claim. This landmark ruling helped to mobilize indigenous groups 
across the country. That same year, Dailly announced that by 1975, the Nisga’a peo-
ple of BC would be granted their own, native-controlled school district, following 
a Supreme Court stalemate over Nisga’a land claims.111 A split ruling over the case 
“tossed the ball into the politicians’ court” and led Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau to 
state that perhaps natives had more legal rights than he had earlier believed.112
Under Dailly’s tenure, supplementary (non-base) funding for Aboriginal education 
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increased almost six-fold from $131,000 in 1971–72 to $742,000 in 1974.113. In 1974, 
the Minister instructed the Education Department to strike a Minister’s Committee 
on Indian Education, which included representatives from the Department, the 
Union of Indian Chiefs, the BC Native Indian Teachers Association, the BC School 
Trustees Association, and the Children’s Aid Society in Vancouver,114 with a budget of 
$82,000 for the year of which $32,000 was allocated for a province-wide conference 
on working with Aboriginal children.115 In November of that year, the provincial gov-
ernment also granted UBC $150,000 to begin the Native Indian Teacher Education 
Program that had earlier been endorsed by UBC’s Education Dean in 1973.116
In 1974, Dailly introduced a policy of curriculum decentralization to the prov-
ince. With this move, school districts received the green light to adapt provincial 
curricula and resources to meet local needs. Decentralization reflected Dailly’s belief 
that the “primary relationship in education is between the teacher, the pupil and 
the parent”117 and although Dailly argued that each student in the province should 
be offered a “core program,” the intent of which was to ensure “the development 
of functional literacy,” such a core was never articulated. Boards were not only per-
mitted to design courses of study, but also, they could now authorize “textbooks, 
supplementary readers and other instructional materials for use in their districts.”118 
The Department of Education provided financial incentives and resources to local 
districts to encourage local curriculum development.119
In 1975, by order-in-council, the BC government established the Nisga’a School 
District in the Nass Valley, comprising the villages of New Aiyansh, Greenville and 
Kincolith. The new district’s Board of Trustees consisted entirely of Aboriginal mem-
bers. In their Declaration, the Nisga’a stated that “Indians should be regarded as 
Citizens-Plus; in addition to the normal rights and duties of citizenship, Indians pos-
sess certain rights as charter members of the Canadian Community.”120 In that same 
year, $22,800 was awarded to the BC Native Indian Teachers Association to support 
various teacher development programs.
In addition to educational services, the province began providing school dis-
tricts and Aboriginal communities with more social services in an effort to improve 
Aboriginal students’ educational standings. In December 1976, Dr. Saul Arbess, a 
cultural anthropologist, succeeded Jaqueline Leo as Director of Indian Education 
within what was now the provincial Ministry of Education.121 Arbess implemented 
various initiatives under a special cost-sharing arrangement in which districts ap-
plied for funding to “top-up” base funding.122 One such program in Dawson Creek 
was aimed at keeping native children in school until at least grade ten, by serving 
children a “substantial breakfast before regular classes,” thereby increasing Aboriginal 
children’s classroom attention span.123 That year, funding for special Aboriginal pro-
grams leapt to $1,564,000.124 In 1977, funding increased to $2,224,600, marking a 
40 percent increase in Aboriginal education funding from 1966 to 1977.
Senior Ministry of Education officials were greatly concerned about the low 
completion rates for Aboriginal learners, estimated at approximately 20 percent in 
1976.125 Arbess’s role was to fund local school initiatives in the hopes of improving 
Aboriginal students’ educational standing. He spent much of his time traveling the 
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province convincing districts to make funding requests to the province for special 
programming. Requests were proposed to Arbess who, in turn, recommended them 
for approval to the Ministry’s Superintendent of Schools. In selecting which pro-
grams to fund, Arbess first judged whether the district had the human and material 
resources to undertake the project. He also required that districts partner with local 
bands to ensure the community’s approval.
Although the Ministry also funded alternative programs such as a wilderness camp 
for secondary Aboriginal students at Jarvis Inlet near Sechelt, most funding approvals 
were granted for hiring district coordinators and directors who would oversee cur-
riculum and resources. Also hired were classroom teaching assistants, cultural special-
ists, learning assistance teachers and home-school coordinators who worked directly 
with families.
In 1978 the Ministry also sponsored a conference in Vancouver entitled: “Telling 
Our Own Stories” which Arbess organized. Some 800 people attended, including 
linguists, Aboriginal community members, teachers, and cultural workers. A second 
conference followed in 1980, entitled “Chinook” and focused on teaching Aboriginal 
languages. Special Program approvals climbed to 149 in 1979 and to 162 in 1980.126 
In February 1981, Arbess toured the province helping teachers learn how to optimize 
learning environments for Aboriginal children. In his workshops, Arbess outlined 
the key differences between Aboriginal and western pedagogy and helped teachers to 
become more culturally sensitive. Arbess also instructed teachers in the use of multi-
modal approaches, such as guided imagery, since sensory techniques had proven suc-
cessful with Aboriginal learners, due to Aboriginal children’s alleged superior visual 
acuity.127 A 1982 survey of the Ministry’s initiatives illustrated superintendents’ sat-
isfaction with the services and relationships forged between the Department and the 
districts.
More of the Same
Government support for Aboriginal programming initiatives remained high through-
out the 1970s, even after the left-leaning New Democratic Party lost power in 1976 
to the more fiscally-oriented Social Credit Party. In January 1979, Deputy Minister 
Walter Hardwick outlined for the Education Minister a Policy Statement on Indian 
Education, which emphasized the Ministry’s concern with Aboriginal underachieve-
ment and drop-out. The statement was intended to reaffirm government’s “commit-
ment to achieving parity for native Indian children in the public schools” and clarify 
“areas of initiative and emphasis in the provincial Indian Education program.”128 
Item 3 of the Policy Statement set out the Ministry’s commitment to equality “through 
regular and special needs education programs.”129
In 1980, newly-appointed Education Minister Brian Smith toured the province 
“to determine what the people of this province wanted in their education system.”130 
In addition to holding forty-one public forums to hear public concerns, Smith vis-
ited various schools where he observed classes and spoke with students and educa-
tors. The Minister had been particularly impressed by the Nisga’a district where 
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he “watched students mastering the Nishga dialect” and when he published his re-
port in 1981 he promised to produce “a number of curriculum documents” to help 
“teachers to adapt their teaching strategies to the needs of Native Indian children.” 
131 He also vowed to establish a “Provincial Curriculum Resource Centre” for sharing 
curricular materials tailored for Aboriginal students.
But Smith’s promises seem to have fallen on deaf ears. In 1981, the Union of BC 
Indian Chiefs issued a policy statement calling for the “non-recognition of the public 
schools as an alternative for the education of Indian children,”132 and supporting 
“exclusively” the concept of Indian-controlled schools. In response, the Ministry of 
Education’s Special Programs Branch decided that the “public school option must be 
clear and strong to counteract this separation and the withdrawal of native Indian 
children from the public schools.”133
 
With this, the Ministry’s policy committee allot-
ted an additional $330,000 for changes to curricula, program implementation, learn-
ing assessment, special programs, and services for publications, facilities, in-service 
training and data collection.
In 1982, the provincial economy fell into a debilitating recession and the Social 
Credit government announced its restraint program by placing a 12 percent ceiling 
on the expenditures of all provincial public bodies. The Indian Education Branch 
came under scrutiny at this time, given that the budget had risen from approximately 
$2 million in 1976 to over $6 million in 1982. A questionable light was further cast 
on the Ministry’s initiatives when UBC professor Art More surveyed 300 provincial 
Aboriginal schooling projects and concluded that there was “almost a total lack of in-
ternal and external accountability…. Programs are never evaluated, the problems are 
never caught, and they never improve.”134 Despite government restraint and More’s 
critiques, the Ministry of Education continued to increase resources for Aboriginal 
education. In 1983, the Indian Education Branch published “Successes in Indian 
Education” and by 1985 had increased overall spending to almost $30 million. 
Critics continued to lament Aboriginal students’ lacklustre achievement.
Conclusion
What conclusions can be drawn from this narrative recounting three decades of 
provincial integration efforts? First and foremost, this research reveals that British 
Columbia’s integration initiatives — legalized by changes to the provincial School Act 
in 1949 — were underway several years prior to the federal government’s policy shift 
from segregation to integration, embodied by the 1951 Indian Act. Although small 
numbers of Aboriginal students attended public schools in British Columbia from 
as early as the turn of the twentieth century, more large-scale integration initiatives 
occurred following World War II, beginning with the closure of Port Essington day 
school in 1947. British Columbia’s experiences with integrated schooling remind us 
that oftentimes, legal and policy frameworks are enacted to legitimize existing prac-
tice and not vice versa.135
Findings from this research also challenge parts of research literature which con-
ceive of educational policy development as a “rational” process comprised of linear 
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stages where school-based problems are identified; where values, goals, options and 
objectives are defined; and where benefits, costs, and strategies are analyzed before 
actions are determined and implemented.136 Indeed, British Columbia’s early integra-
tion initiatives had less to do with dilemmas within the province’s education system 
than with larger social, political and economic considerations impacting Aboriginal 
affairs outside of public schooling, largely due to the disastrous effects of the Canadian 
government’s assimilationist education policy that created and sustained the ill-fated 
residential school system. Indeed, no officials from the BC Department of Education 
were involved in negotiations during the 1960s which led to the transfer of social 
welfare programs from federal to provincial officials.137
In perspective, early efforts at integrated schooling appear notable for their sim-
plicity. Early initiatives consisted of little more than erecting or renovating schools 
into which Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal learners were installed, reflecting the belief 
of government officials at all levels — federal, provincial and local — that educational 
parity was to be achieved through equality of opportunity. These early developments 
were in fact nothing more than co-education and lend support to the contention that 
integration efforts were synonymous with the federal government’s earlier assimila-
tionist schooling agenda.138
By the late 1960s however, Canadians’ more favourable post-war attitudes to-
ward previously marginalized peoples were well entrenched and would pave the 
way for equality-promoting social policies such as the Official Languages Act, the 
Multiculturalism Policy and the replacement of federal Indian agents by on-reserve 
band councils who would oversee band affairs. As Canada’s “equality revolution” 
unfolded, provincial authorities increasingly affirmed their support for achieving 
educational parity for Aboriginal children by adopting much broader notions of 
schooling to include linguistic, cultural, psychological and social services.139 As the 
authority of social science research prospered within Canada’s new socio-political 
climate, educational officials accepted the view that the education system must adapt 
to the special linguistic, cultural and psychological needs which allegedly prevented 
Aboriginal children from succeeding. With this acceptance, the province’s central 
authorities employed all of their available levers — policies, funding, curricula and 
resources — in an attempt to effect change in the public schools. Thus, provincial 
integration efforts between the late 1960s and early 1980s are more accurately char-
acterized as integrative rather than assimilative.
But legislation, policies, curricula and resources do not necessarily lead directly 
to equality of educational outcomes. According to Berkhout and Wielemans, the 
power of the state is circumscribed by contextual, institutional features that render 
the policy process contradictory and discontinuous.140 As various policy research-
ers have reminded us, “change ultimately is a problem of the smallest unit” and 
depends on “the individual at the end of the line.”141 This seems particularly true 
in the case of public schooling for Aboriginal children in British Columbia where 
central, provincial authorities had jurisdiction over educational governance (laws, 
policies, and standards) but where program administration was ultimately the job 
of local authorities.142 As Koenig notes, implementation is indeed “the great Achilles 
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heel of the policy process.”143 In 1981, the province had yet to understand what the 
federal government had learned long ago: that without a significant presence in the 
schools themselves, neither federal legislation, nor money, nor educational curricula 
or resources administered from a distance were sufficient for central authorities to 
leverage province-wide changes in the lives of individual Aboriginal learners. Another 
twenty-five years would pass before the province agreed to enable Aboriginal people 
to establish their own school districts and fully begin to implement “Indian control 
of Indian education.”144
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